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1.     Introduction 

  
CT legislation and regulation around the world, has profound effects on business, politics, civil 
society, and interpersonal activity across borders and within states.  CT is having a revolutionary 
effect on many areas of life, affecting even our self-perceptions and how we view the world.  It may 
be argued that we are presently witnessing the creation of an information society.  One author noted 
that such a society “will be a global one, with profound consequences for notions of national 
sovereignty, cultural values and economic well-being.”[1]  Romano Prodi, President of the European 
Commission (EC), claimed that the changes underway are “the most significant since the Industrial 
revolution, are far-reaching, and global. They are not just about technology. They will affect 
everyone, everywhere.”[2]  
  
This paper will focus on the computer and the expansion of the internet when discussing CT.  The 
reason for this is that “today, microprocessors outnumber humans on the planet, and it is estimated 
that by the year 2010, 95% of telecommunications traffic will be between machines.”[3]  Many 
academics and practitioners of IR have not had the choice but to accept and cope with the great 
changes that CT has brought.  Plenty of references to how governments enact CT legislation and 
regulation, and the effects on business, politics, civil society, etc. may be found in IR literature.  IR 
literature has been dominated recently by globalization and the shrinking of the world.  Of course, 
globalization would not be possible, or at least would not occur as rapidly were it not for CT which 
allows for communication and thus coordination and cooperation.  CT has affected every facet of 
life:  business, politics, interpersonal relations, banking, academics, you name it.  It is impossible to 
discuss IR theory without factoring in the forces that CT has unleashed upon the world stage.   
  
IR theories are being written and rewritten because of the changes taking place as a result of CT.  
The literature is peppered with references and parallels to Gutenberg’s invention of the movable type 
and its revolutionary consequences.  Unfortunately, the CT legal discourse does not seem to contain 
much discussion on IR theory.  For example, whereas IR academics like Henry Kissinger, Joseph 
Nye, and John Ruggie, among many others, have written extensively on CT’s transformational 
effects on IR, after reviewing past BILETA papers for the last thirteen years, I have found only one 
paper that made explicit reference to IR theory and its effect on CT regulation by way of its 
influence upon policymakers and the new contexts that CT is creating.[4]  Another example would 
be the absence of IR theory in standard texts like Ian Lloyd’s Information Technology Law.  So, why 
should IR theory be considered?  Well, interestingly, IR theory and CT regulation are linked in that 
CT is a window through which the populace may communicate with the rest of the outside world, 
conduct business, and so on, thus government regulation may largely reflect the IR theoretical 
worldview that has been adopted by the leadership.  How governments regulate CT is a clear 
statement of the relations that they would like to see among their populace with the outside world, 
i.e. an oppressive government will limit access to CT, and a liberal government will enact liberal CT 
legislation.  How governments cope with CT and the regulations and legislation enacted should be, 
and is, of interest to those following IR, due to the great importance of CT.     
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2.     IR Theory 

  
A quick overview of IR theory is in order.  IR theory is about the study of international relations.  
Traditionally there have been three major approaches to the subject, though today there are many 
new approaches, including cosmopolitanism, constructivism, feminism, and critical theory.  This 
article will adumbrate the three traditional theories:  realism, pluralism (liberalism), and globalism.  
These theories are commonly associated with being, in respective order, conservative, liberal, and 
neo-Marxist.  The oldest and, what may be considered the cornerstone theory, is ‘realism.’  The 
realist worldview assumes that “the international realm is anarchic and consists of independent 
political units called states; states are the primary actors and inherently possess some offensive 
military capability or power which makes them potentially dangerous to each other; states can never 
be sure about the intentions of other states; the basic motive driving states is survival or the 
maintenance of sovereignty; states are instrumentally rational and think strategically about how to 
survive.”[5] Realists also divide international politics into ‘high politics’ consisting of issues 
regarding war and defense, and ‘low politics’ consisting of economic and social issues.  This 
worldview is often adopted by centre-right governments and politicians. 
             
The second theory, ‘pluralism’ takes a different approach from realism and argues that international 
politics, and hence policy, are the product of a myriad of competing interests, rejecting the notion of 
the state as an independent and unitary actor.  Pluralism has its roots in liberal traditions, including 
Locke's Second Treatise of Government, and rejects realist notions of power and psychology.  
“Pluralists make four key assumptions about international relations. Primarily, non-state actors are 
important entities in world politics. Secondly, the state is not looked upon as a unified actor, rather, 
competition, coalition building, and compromise between various interest groups including 
multinational enterprises will eventually culminate into a 'decision' announced in the name of the 
state. Thirdly, pluralists challenge the realist assumption of the state as a rational actor, and this 
derives from the second assumption where the clash of competing interests may not always provide 
for a rational decision making process. Finally, the fourth assumption revolves around the nature of 
the international agenda, where it is deemed extensive by the pluralists and includes issues of 
national security as well as economic, social and environmental issues. Hence, pluralists reject the 
'high politics' 'low politics' divide characteristic of realism. They also contend with the predominance 
of a physical conception of power inherent in realism.”[6]  
             
The third theory, ‘globalism,’ is different from realism and pluralism because its focus is primarily 
economics, in particular the role of capitalism in the international system and the relations of 
dominance and exploitation that, it is believed, capitalism establishes.  The central thesis is that in 
order to understand world politics, the driving force of capitalism must be understood and accounted 
for.  “The globalist image is influenced by Marxist analyses of exploitative relations, although not all 
globalists are Marxists. Dependency theory, whether understood in Marxist or non-Marxist terms, is 
categorized here as part of the globalist image. Also included is the view that IR is best understood if 
one sees them as occurring within a world-capitalist system”[7]  
             
The three traditional IR theories emphasize different actors and aspects in the international context, 
but each one has something to say, or carries implications, for CT and CT regulation.  The realist 
may propose strictly national regulations, the pluralist may propose international cooperation and the 
creation of multilateral organizations, and the globalist may not have a preference regarding what 
level regulation takes place on, but their may be more calls to regulate commerce and close the 
digital divide, for example.  The regulation of CT is influenced by the opinions that regulators hold 
regarding international politics, and this is seen in the attempts to cooperate and converge on 
regulation.   
  

3.     Regulating CT 
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The regulation of CT has been difficult because of the many forces at work and the undermining of 
established social and physical structures such as sovereignty and borders.  Regulators and 
lawmakers have to deal with such issues, as they arise, but questions have emerged as to whether CT 
law, as an independent branch of law, exists.  “The first attempt in the legal literature at articulating 
an information law approach was by Professor Cohen-Jehoram.”[8]  His work was largely ignored 
by legal academics that followed him though.[9]  In order to give some background on the 
legislation that has been put in place thus far, it is important to note the areas covered under CT 
regulation, relating specifically to the computer, such as intellectual property, computer crime, 
national security concerns, e-commerce, indecent material, data protection, and personal 
communication.  It can be said that regulation within the information sector is simply a means of 
addressing transmission and content.  The legislative regulation of CT within a state is a matter for 
the legislature, subject to the need to adhere to its constitution, and regional and international 
conventions.  There are a number of key issues which arise, such as what motivates the legislation, 
where its origin lies, and what its purpose is.  These issues are linked to further issues such as what 
the optimum legislative role in an increasingly interdependent world is, and whether technical 
approaches, self-regulation, or laissez-faire approaches are possible and effective.     
             
Some years have been more significant than others legislatively, such as 1984 and 2000.  For 
example in 1984, the United Kingdom (UK) passed the Telecommunications Act which provided 
“for the appointment and functions of a Director General of Telecommunications.”[10] The Act 
defined telecommunications as “conveyance, through the agency of electric, magnetic, electro-
magnetic, electro-chemical or electro-mechanical energy, of (a) speech, music and other sounds;  (b) 
visual images; (c) signals serving for the impartation (whether as between persons and persons, 
things and things or persons and things) of any matter otherwise than in the form of sounds or visual 
images; or (d) signals serving for the actuation or control of machinery or apparatus.”[11]  This Act 
may be described as infrastructural in that it regulates the CT infrastructure, but it also was about 
liberalizing telecommunication.  By 2003, technological convergence had given rise to regulatory 
convergence.  The UK put into place the Communications Act of 2003, setting up the Office of 
Communications, OfCom, which is “the independent regulator and competition authority for the UK 
communications industries, with responsibilities across television, radio, telecommunications and 
wireless communications services.”[12]   
             
Legislation and regulation of CT is meant to address several aspects of the information society.  
Some Acts are forward looking in providing flexible definitions which will accommodate 
technological dynamism, such as the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988.  Some legislation is 
intended to delineate rights as between the State and the individual, such as the UK’s former 
Interception of Communications Act 1985[1].  Other legislation, such as the UK’s Electronic 
Communications Act 2000, is intended to regulate general environments, such as the commercial 
context, which govern citizens. This particular Act comes from a European Union (EU) Directive.  
This raises another issue, particularly pertinent to this discussion, which is related to multilateralism 
and international legislation.   
             
The EU is the greatest example of multilateral efforts at legislation.  In the EU there has, for 
example, been a push to establish committees and legislation strictly aimed at promoting its 
“Information Society” and industry.  Regulatory frameworks have been launched for “the 
development of the industry, stimulating competition, creating growth and safeguarding public and 
user interests (see, for example, the spotlight on spam).”  For instance, the EU has established the 
Radio Equipment and Telecommunications Terminal Equipment (RTTE) Directive, “which regulates 
the telecommunications equipment market. By replacing over 1000 national approval regulations, 
the Directive has created a framework for regulating what is now a European single market worth 30 
billion euro.”[13]  The EU has also put into place the "Television Without Frontiers Directive, which 
promotes the European broadcasting industry by ensuring the free movement of television 
broadcasting services throughout the EU.”[14] 
             
The EC, in a recent communication to the European Parliament and others, predicted that, regulation 
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of CT “activities and in particular of electronic communications will remain crucial to the creation of 
an environment conducive to more investment, more innovation, newer services and lower prices. A 
new EU regulatory framework for electronic communications has been in place since 2003. There is 
a need to ensure that it is fully and effectively implemented, and that it remains appropriate in an 
environment where technologies evolve rapidly…There are many other regulatory issues which have 
important implications for the development of CT. These include the protection of copyright, the 
rules applying to mobile and micro payments, the protection of privacy and the needs of law 
enforcement agencies.”[15]  The EC went on to enshrine the liberal proliferation of CT and the 
harmonization desired among states.  
             
In addition to noticing the level of regional communities, one should consider international or 
multilateral bodies.  The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has a 
Committee on Information, Computers, and Communications Policy, which has a focus on business, 
but which has also reviewed proposals for multilateral cooperation on computer issues, such as child 
pornography.[16]  This particular discussion led to further cooperation among law-enforcement 
agencies in Europe.  Another example of the transnational nature of the internet and other CT is the 
Council of Europe’s Convention on Cybercrime,[17] which has been signed by 37 member states, 
including the USA, Japan, Canada, and South Africa.  
             
Many laws are written as a result of international agreements such as the one just discussed.  Laws, 
such as the UK’s Data Protection Act of 1984,[18] for example, were enacted in response to 
international convention obligations.   Member states of the EU often will enact or amend legislation 
to satisfy obligations under EU treaties, such as the new Data Protection Act of 1998.  Whether 
legislation is spurred by treaties or not, statutes will have to be consistent with constitutions or 
binding treaties.  An example of legislation that was overturned for “unconstitutionality” was the 
Communications Decency Act of 1996, in the United States, which was overturned in Reno v. 
ACLU.[19]   
             
Because CT, relating to the computer is fairly new, legislation is not developed until new phenomena 
appear and generate similarly motivated legislative responses, such as the Computer Misuse Act of 
1990 in the UK, which was developed after the Law Lords’ acquittal of Robert Schifreen and Steve 
Gold in the celebrated case regarding them hacking into a computer.  The Computer Misuse Act of 
1993 in Singapore and the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1986 in the USA are other examples of 
national legislative responses elsewhere.  While each country will respond legislatively to new 
phenomena, the response may be different, as the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act of 2000 
demonstrates.  Legislation does not always necessarily originate from international treaties, for 
example some states may respond to the emergence of best practice or the development of 
international norms, such as the Freedom of Information Act in the UK.  There are diverse sources of 
inspiration for legislation, but alas similar motivations that have led to similar responses whether as a 
result of unilateral or multilateral action.  Thus a brief review of some of the forces for regulation 
suggest that IR theory should have a role in regulation; particularly because of the international 
nature of CT.  The role of IR theory seems to have been ignored, but an argument can be made that a 
better understanding of it may assist in understanding how states legislate CT.  It is clear that much 
CT law comes from international contexts and from IR, or could affect IR.  This is why there should 
be a link.  IR is involved in the evolution of CT law, thus IR theory should accommodate it, or 
rather, CT is linked to IR, so IR theory should recognize this.   
  

4.     CT regulation and IR theory: 

  
CT regulation and IR theory, though not an obvious match, should be looked at together to better 
understand both.  Globalization, fueled by liberal CT regulation, is causing a rethinking of the 
different IR frameworks, some scholars simply fit new developments within the frameworks already 
established, while others create new theories.  The internet’s move “into the mainstream of world 
affairs makes social and political, economic and legal factors of nearly as much importance as the 
original technical specifications.”[20] CT carries with it implications for the three major frameworks 
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of IR theory.  For example, the realist theory is based upon the notion that the nation-state is the 
primary actor on the world stage, and that it is unitary, rational, and always self-interested.  This 
theory, it has been argued, is turned upside down by the spread of globalization, the spread of 
information, and the growth of multi-national corporations.  International organizations have 
initiated many of the regulations regarding CT.  For example, the Council of Europe, the EC, the 
OECD, the United Nations (UN), the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), the World Trade 
Organization (WTO), and the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) have each been 
involved in some form of regulation of CT.  The very existence of these organizations is against 
realist thought, much more the cooperation that has resulted from such organizations.  
             
Realism is probably the theory which has come under the most attack because the spread of 
technology has allowed for nongovernmental actors and coalitions to form.  As mentioned before, 
governments no longer have information autarky.  It is difficult to justify focusing primarily on the 
nation-state in this subject when, as has been observed, “no single state can exert control over the 
Internet as a whole.  Although some states make considerable efforts to control Internet access and 
use, it is unclear how effective such controls can be.”[21]  This lack of control diminishes the state’s 
power in international relations.  For example, totalitarian regimes have always had strict legislation 
in place to control CT, whether it was radio and television in the not-to-distant past, or internet 
today.  The spread of cassettes, videos, faxes, films, and radios worked to “undermine governmental 
efforts at information autarky.”[22]  Today, central surveillance is possible, but “governments that 
aspire to control information flows through control of the Internet face high costs and ultimate 
frustration.”[23]   
             
Because of new technology, virtual communities may develop interests and power independent of 
geography.  In some countries the Internet may enhance both local and transnational communities 
more than national community.”[24]  Also, the dispersal of information means that “power is more 
distributed and networks tend to undercut the monopoly of traditional bureaucracy.”[25]  This plays 
right into what pluralist theorists have been saying for years.  Their argument has been that IR is not 
conducted by nation-states alone; rather many actors are involved, including citizens, 
nongovernmental organizations, multinational corporations, etc.  Liberal CT legislation, allows for 
individuals in different countries to communicate and cooperate, even to the detriment of the 
government putting in place the legislation.  It is difficult today to find a country that is not trying to 
enter the marketplace and exploit opportunities that CT provides.   
             
Some have complained that existing theory is not enough to “map today’s multiplication of non-state 
actors and forms of cross-border cooperation and conflict, such as global business networks, NGOs, 
diasporas, global cities, transboundary public spheres, and the new cosmopolitanism.  IR theory is 
the field which to date has had the most to say about cross-border relations.  But current 
developments associated with various mixes of globalization and the new information and 
communication technologies point to the limits of IR theory and data.”[26] The primary complaint 
among globalists, which is not without merit, is that the effect of globalization has been to make 
“national frontiers appear increasingly subordinate to financial and economic trends.”[27]  The 
proliferation of international commercial arrangements in e-commerce, the rise of multinational 
corporations, and the issues that have arisen regarding workers’ rights and exploitation, particularly 
around actors from the USA and the EU, is evidence to this claim.  One piece of advice that a 
globalist IR scholar suggested is that “society should deliberately lead and direct the application of 
computers in the image of its most cherished values and ideals rather than be the unwitting victim of 
the vagaries of technology and the fluctuations of the market-place.”[28]        
             
In looking to the future of CT regulation, two authors conclude that the same liberal forces will 
continue to guide the development of legal frameworks, they note, “the well-founded analysis of 
Perritt jr. [Perritt 1998, Perritt 2000] shows that Internet will change the concept of sovereignty of 
states. The role of territorial sovereignty will be reduced leaving space for a more liberal 
approach.”[29]  The authors go on to point out that “liberal internationalists still see a need for 
international rules and institutions [Slaughter 1995, Slaughter 1997]. Characteristics of this model 
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are the strengthening of law both at the national and international levels, peaceful settlement of 
disputes, a stabilisation of the role of non-governmental actors in international relations and the 
stress of collective security and other forms of multilateral safety.”[30]  This is precisely what we 
have seen happening in regard to CT regulation internationally. 
  

5.     Conclusion 

  
IR theory does not seem to be explicitly discussed in the CT legal discourse very much, but its 
presence is felt, and it is obvious that the majority of governments and international organizations 
have chosen to accept and pursue the pluralist agenda.  There seems to be a reflexive relationship 
operating between IR theory and CT regulation, though in the case of IR theory and literature it is 
explicit, and in the case of CT legal discourse, it is not.  This very brief study might suggest the need 
for closer regard to these overlapping domains.  It seems strange that those who have been most 
interested in IR, seem only marginally interested in CT regulation and those who are seeking to 
establish the intellectual foundations of the new and arguably contestable subject of CT law have not 
looked consistently at those schools of thought that are most contiguous. Both can learn from each 
other.  The grand theories of IR may have to accommodate some of the detail of CT law and the 
specificity of CT law may be assisted by the panoramic views of IR theory. 
             
It should be noted, for example, that liberal/pluralist IR theories are shaping CT legislation around 
the world, just as Proksch and Schweighofer predicted.  This may give some insight into what form 
legislation will take depending on who sits at the table.  CT legislation and regulation may develop 
more smoothly if there were agreement about appropriate commitment to IR theories, such as 
liberalism, for example.  The EU’s pursuit of transnational cooperation on legal and regulatory issues 
is a prime example of IR theory helping to shape the development of CT legislation.  The EU also 
has required states seeking accession to have liberal CT legislation in place.  Obviously, the EU, 
being a supranational organization comprised of individual nation-states that have given up a certain 
amount of sovereignty, is an organization that would not be expected to agree with the realist 
paradigm in IR theory, but its liberal approach to legislation is worth noting because of its great 
influence.  The CT regulations establishing “European initiatives such as the creation of the Single 
Market, the Television without Frontiers Directive, the adoption of harmonised standards such as 
GSM, and the liberalisation of the telecommunications sector”[31] all reflect this liberal notion of IR 
theory.  IR theory and CT legislation are each best understood when examined together, or at least 
when examining one, bearing in mind the other. 
            "A wonderful harmony arises from joining together the seemingly unconnected." 
                                                - Heraclitus c.500 BC 
  
  
Benjamin A. Montañez is a student in the School of Management at the University of St Andrews, 
reading for a Masters in International Business.  He is a graduate of Georgetown University and 
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